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Abstract
We analyse how inequality and social mobility are influenced by incomplete
information about the inherited ability of potential spouses. When motivated by
dynastic altruism, singles rank potential spouses according to beliefs about their
expected ability, independently of their earnings potential. Due to the heritability
of innate ability, such beliefs are informed not only by noisy signals based on the
observed performance of individuals, but also by family ‘status’, a scalar that
summarizes the information revealed by each agent’s ancestors. In the equilibrium matching, the strength of sorting on actual ability depends on the quality
of information. This makes social mobility sensitive to parameters, such as the
return to ability, that alter the noisiness of the signals. Redistributional policies,
because they are common knowledge, have little effect on inequality of ability, because they do not alter the ranking of potential spouses. Matching on beliefs also
implies a new ‘status motive’ for parental investment; the illusion of higher ability
of the offspring generates genuinely higher ability among the grandchildren.
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Introduction

Even in the most meritocratic of societies, individuals’ economic prospects are circumscribed by their family background. Parents actively shape the economic prospects of
offspring in various ways, for instance by investing in human capital. However, parents
also passively transmit a range of productive capabilities–”innate ability” for short–to
their offspring.1
There are instrumental reasons for concern about inequality of innate ability, because it has direct implications for income inequality and social mobility.2 But the
inequality of innate ability is also intrinsically important because heritability makes
it robust to standard policy tools–innate ability cannot readily be redistributed, subsidized or publicly provided.3 This resistance to policy intervention only exacerbates
fears surrounding the formation of a ‘cognitive elite’ and the associated detrimental social consequences.4 For instance, Arrow et al. [2000] describe settings where “position
is secured by the possession of advanced mental skills and passed on from generation
to generation through the genetic inheritance of these skills” as among the “specters
of intractable inequality [that] now haunt the public imagination”. Beyond economic
inequality, such processes are also feared to generate problematic social cleavages.5
Despite this passive nature of ability transmission and its robustness to policy,
economic choices are still relevant, because the degree of parent-child transmission of
ability depends on who marries whom. When the ability of both parents contribute
to offspring ability, the intergenerational persistence of ability hinges on the strength
of marital sorting on the ability dimension. Even when everyone prefers a spouse
1

The term “innate ability” is chosen because of the emphasis it places on the passive nature of
transmission. That is, it refers to the aggregate of those productive capabilities which resist the active
interventions of parents (or anyone else). We are primarily motivated by the genetic component of
cognitive ability, but we are by no means restricted to this interpretation: the term is completely
analogous to the “endowments” of Becker and Tomes [1979], which include cognitive abilities but
also “family reputation and ”connections”, and knowledge, skills, and goals provided by their family
environment” (p.1153). The term is also completely analogous to the “social competence” of Clark
[2014].
2
For instance, it is central in understanding the ‘unusually’ strong persistence of economic status
documented over multiple generations (Clark [2014]).
3
Even beyond standard policy tools, evidence from Clark [2014] suggests that this passive transmission process is unaffected by wildly different institutional settings.
4
See Murray [2012], Arrow et al. [2000], Herrnstein and Murray [1994], and Young [1958].
5
For instance, David Brooks worries that the “members of the educated class use their intellectual,
financial and social advantages to pass down privilege to their children, creating a hereditary elite that
is ever more insulated from the rest of society” (From “The Strange Failure of the Educated Elite”,
by David Brooks in the New York Times May 28 2018). Such insulation is problematic because the
“fragile web of civility, mutual regard, and mutual obligations at the heart of any happy society begins
to tear” (Herrnstein and Murray [1994]).
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with higher ability, the outcome is not obvious, because of an important information
friction–innate ability is not observed. Sorting of singles into couples must rely on
beliefs about an individual’s ability, which may be formed, not only from observation
of their outcomes prior to matching, but also, given the hereditary nature of ability,
from their family history.
Our goal in this paper is to model how such beliefs are formed, how they influence
marital sorting, and how the resulting forces cause inequality and social mobility to
depend on the policies and technology of a given society.6 The simple model presented
in section 2 incorporates these features in a tractable manner. The key assumptions
are that singles are altruistic towards (potential) descendants and that ability is both
heritable and unobservable . Each individual is born with an ability that depends on
their parents’ average ability plus a random component. This ability gets combined
with a random ‘luck’ component to form the individual’s human capital, which in turn
influences beliefs about their ability, and hence their attractiveness in the marriage
market, independently of the effect of earnings. The heritability of ability therefore
requires that we track beliefs across generations in light of these observed human capital realizations. We solve analytically for the husband-wife ability correlations in the
steady-state equilibrium, and derive the key statistics describing inequality and intergenerational mobility of both ability and income: the parent-child ability correlations
and the population variances.
In order to focus on the central issue of marital sorting on beliefs about innate
ability, we abstract in the main model from all other frictions in the marriage market.7
In the equilibrium of our model, marriages are perfectly sorted on observables, and we
show that this leads to perfect sorting on expected ability. The strength of sorting on
actual ability depends on the precision of beliefs–the quality of information. We show
how the quality of information evolves over time, and globally converges to a unique
steady-state value. The quality of information will, via its effect on sorting, determine
the intergenerational persistence of ability and the dispersion of ability in society.
When the marital sorting is exogenously fixed, intergenerational transmission of
innate ability is independent of technology, social policy and other features of the eco6

As will become clear, we are abstracting from evolutionary forces stemming from differential fitness
(we treat fertility as independent of ability). Instead, our focus is on endogenous marital sorting on the
ability dimension. This sorting will have implications for the variability of ability in the population,
but not for average ability.
7
We discuss frictional marriage markets and provide a version with imperfect sorting on human
capital in the extensions section of the model. We show that such an extension modifies our key
results in a transparent manner yet does not undermine the key mechanisms we emphasize.
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nomic environment.8 However, in our model, marital sorting responds to elements of
the economic environment that affect the quality of information, such as the role of
ability versus luck, in the formation of human capital, and so these elements will have
an impact on the transmission of ability in our setting. We also examine the conditions
under which policy variables–such as those governing the equality of outcomes (redistribution of income) and opportunity (redistribution of parental inputs)–will have an
impact on the distribution of innate ability.
Our analysis introduces the role of the family as a repository of information. The
experiences of a generation are incorporated into their family history, which then in
turns shapes the experiences of future generations. We show how the relevant family
history can be summarized by a scalar, which we call family status, and derive the
simple law of motion that governs it. The model conveniently delivers an endogenous
measure of the importance of family background; the weight that agents optimally place
on an individual’s family status relative to their human capital during the process of
belief updating.
The full model presented in section 2 generalizes the analysis in various ways. We
endogenize parental investment in human capital, and parameterize the return to ability
and parental investment. We consider several departures from strict ‘meritocracy’ in
the model, such as the possibility of nepotism, where wealthy parents can divert the
income of others to their own offspring, as well as the role of progressive redistribution
of income to poorer households. We also we allow for a policy that makes society more
meritocratic, by redistribution of education investment.
The equilibrium has the property that perceptions of ability in one generation influence actual ability in suceeeding generations. This raises two more questions: the
impact of luck in prior generations, and the motivation for parental investments. We
show that the economic luck experienced by ancestors percolates down through the generations via a novel channel–the effect on expected innate ability of descendants. Luck
raises the ancestors’ perceived ability, which allows them to marry spouses of higher
expected ability. The higher-ability of spouses in turn contributes to the actual ability
(on average) of descendants. This impact is persistent, since the original luck becomes
embedded into family status, which has an independent effect on the marital prospects
of all descendants. Similarly, matching on status distorts the investment incentives
facing parents. If investments are not publicly observed, then parents will be motivated
8

This is a direct consequence of passive transmission. The economic environment could shape
the distribution of ability (but not its transmission conditional on sorting) via standard evolutionary
dynamics if there were differential fertility. In any case, we abstract from differential fertility to focus
in on the sorting issue.
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to invest, in part, by an attempt to raise the marriage market’s assessment of their offspring’s ability. This investment will of course not affect the ability of offspring (as it is
determined by parental abilities, not investment), but it will affect the expected ability
of further generations. Again, it allows offspring to attract a spouse of higher ability
on average, and this will raise the expected ability of grandchildren. Furthermore, the
higher assessment of offspring ability will be preserved in higher family status which,
will help all future generations attract higher-ability spouses.
Our work is clearly related to a large literature on inherited inequality. The bulk of
this literature ignores marital matching so that households can be treated like individuals (e.g. Becker and Tomes [1979, 1986], Lee and Seshadri [2019], Solon [2004], Clark
[2014], Benabou [2002]. Sorting is considered, but fixed exogenously, in Kremer [1998]).
Some work in this literature does incorporate marital sorting, but imposes perfect information about the relevant characteristics (e.g. Aiyagari et al. [2000], Fernández et al.
[2005], Cole et al. [1992], Anderson [2015], Zak and Park [2002]).
Our steady-state analysis of the informational role of family status relate to a smaller
literature on matching on unobserved characteristics. Previous work in this area abstracted from generational structure, so the analysis was either static or held constant
the unobserved type over time (e.g. Hoppe et al. [2009], Cole et al. [1995], Hopkins
[2012], Bidner et al. [2016], Bidner [2010], Rege [2008], Anderson and Smith [2010],
Bergstrom and Bagnoli [1993], Chade [2006]).9
We also contribute to research concerned with the role of parents in shaping the
economic opportunities of their children. In addition to analyzing the role of humancapital investments, this body of work emphasizes the active role of parents in making
decisions about where to live (Benabou [1996], Durlauf [1996], Fernandez and Rogerson
[1996]), which cultural traits to inculcate (Bisin and Verdier [2001], Francois and Zabojnik [2005], Tabellini [2008]), and which parenting style to adopt (Doepke and Zilibotti
[2017]).

1.1

Discussion of ‘Innate Ability’

As noted, our notion of ‘innate ability’ permits a variety of interpretations; transmission
need not be genetic in nature. Indeed, our model accommodates cultural transmission,
whereby ability is encoded in cultural traits such as values and beliefs (e.g. CavalliSforza and Feldman [1981], Boyd and Richerson [2005], Bisin and Verdier [2001], and
Dawkins [2006]).
9

Unobserved ability is also considered in Comerford et al. [2017] but they are concerned with
labour-market discrimination rather than marital matching.
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We have three reasons for describing our model in terms of the genetic channel.
First, our premises are consistent with mainstream models in quantitative genetics.
These premises are that transmission (i) is passive, and (ii) necessarily involves the
contribution of both parents.10
Second, the existence of a significant genetic channel is supported by a rapidly increasing volume of available evidence. The evidence from behavioural genetics, typically
grounded in a comparison of identical and fraternal twins or of biological and adopted
siblings, suggests important genetic components for a variety of relevant traits from
IQ to financial literacy (see Polderman et al. [2015] and Sacerdote [2011] for a review
of this vast literature). These findings have been further supported in recent years by
evidence from molecular genetics, whereby an individual’s relevant traits are associated
directly with their genome (e.g. see Okbay et al. [2016]). In addition, recent evidence
on inter-generational social mobility over multiple generations suggests that the transmission process is remarkably stable across wildly different economic environments, and
is also consistent with a variety of other signatures of genetic transmission (see Clark
[2014], especially Chapter 7).
Third, if sorting is to be of quantitative relevance, then the transmission of ability
between parents and offspring must be of sufficiently high fidelity (Kremer [1998]). The
genetic channel offers a far higher parent-child fidelity because, unlike genes, the transmission of culture is not restricted to parent-child pairs and can operate with equal
force within groups of peers, colleagues and extended family. Of course, none of this
is to suggest that cultural transmission is unimportant (only that it will have little
quantitative impact on our objects of study, such as parent-child correlations, unless
it operates in a manner that mimics genetic transmission), or that human capital is
unresponsive to environmental influences (we explicitly include environmental contributions in the model). In short, our intention is to exploit a deliberately simple model
that delivers insights which transparently extend beyond specific interpretations.
10

The additive genetic model (Fisher , 1919), which is widely used in the field of polygenic inheritance, also supports our more restrictive assumptions: the effects of genes are additive, and hence the
effects on the offspring of the genes of one parent are independent of the effects of the genes of the
other. We do not however impose the controversial assumptions that the genes are uncorrelated with
environmental effects or that the latter are uncorrelated across agents.
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2
2.1
2.1.1

Model
Fundamentals
Population

We consider an infinite-horizon discrete-time economy with time indexed by t = 0, 1, 2, ....
Each date t starts with a continuum of households, indexed by i, each consisting of one
male and one female parent. Household (i, t) has two offspring, one male and one female.
The offspring from each household are then matched with an individual of the opposite
sex,forming the households of the following period. The parents of each household die
at the end of the period, and the household index is retained by the male offspring.11
We denote the household index of his wife by i0 . That is, household (i, t + 1) is formed
by the marriage of the male offspring from household (i, t) with his spouse, the female
from household (i0 , t). By construction, the measure of males, females and households
is the same in each period, which we normalize to unity.
2.1.2

Parental Characteristics

The parents in family (i, t) each have a predetermined ability, denoted by the scalars
(θi,t−1 , θi0 ,t−1 ). Ability is unobserved, but there are commonly-held beliefs about the
ability of each parent, described by the probability-density functions (ψi,t−1 , ψi0 ,t−1 ).
Parents also have predetermined human-capital levels, denoted in logarithmic terms by
the scalars (xi,t−1 , xi0 ,t−1 ).
2.1.3

Household Income

The human capital of parents in household (i, t) is used to produce household output.
Since we are interested in the role of economic policy, we allow for redistribution of
household output in the determination of household income. Redistribution arises from
two sources. First, we allow for a ‘plutocratic’ effect: the redistribution of output
towards households formed by the offspring of high-income parents. Second, we allow for
progressive taxation : the redistribution of income towards low-productivity households.
The structural equations underlying these policies (described in the Appendix), imply a
reduced-form in which the income of household (i, t), denoted yit , is a log-linear function
11
Since there is no asymmetry by sex, the female’s index would work just as well. The emphasis
on the male lineage is motivated by the empirical literature which focuses on traits that are easier to
measure for the male lineage, such as last names and earnings.
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of the human capital and the parental income of the spouses:
yi,t = β0 + β1 · [xi,t−1 + xi0 ,t−1 ]/2 + β2 · [yi,t−1 + yi0 ,t−1 ]/2.

(1)

The extent of meritocracy is thus determined by the parameters β1 and β2 . For instance,
equality of outcomes is achieved when β1 = β2 = 0. The constant β0 is determined by
the resource constraint (total output equals total income).
2.1.4

Offspring’s Ability

Offspring are born after household income is generated. The offspring in household (i, t)
are endowed with an unobserved ability, denoted θit .12 This ability is partly inherited
from the parents, according to:
θit = b · [θi,t−1 + θi0 ,t−1 ]/2 + υit

(2)

where b ∈ (0, 1) and υit ∼ N (0, συ2 ) is an idiosyncratic component.
2.1.5

Offspring’s Human Capital

The human capital of offspring depends on ability, but also on parental investment
and luck. Parental investment must be financed from family income. While other
agents may correctly infer the equilibrium investment investment from parental income,
deviations from this value are not publicly observed. Again, since we are interested
in the role of economic policy, we allow for the effective redistribution of parental
investments. The structural model, described in the Appendix, implies that human
capital of offspring in household (i, t), denoted xit , is log-linear in parental investment
hit and in the idiosyncratic ‘luck’ component εi,t , where εit ∼ N (0, σε2 ). This reducedform equation is given by:
xi,t = α00 + α1 · θi,t + α2 · hi,t + εi,t .

(3)

The value of σε2 parameterizes the extent of luck. The parameter α1 is the return to
ability–i.e. it measures the extent to which ability matters for human-capital production. The parameter α2 measures the extent to which parental investment matters for
human-capital production, and is thus declining in the extent of parental investment
redistribution. For instance, we can think of ‘equality of opportunity’ arising when
12

Our assumption that siblings have the same ability is for simplicity–it is not essential but allows
us to abstract from the possibility that sibling outcomes are informative about one’s ability.
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α2 = β2 = 0. The constant, α00 , ensures that redistribution of investment leaves total
expenditure on human-capital investment unchanged.
2.1.6

Preferences

Parents have preferences over their own consumption and the infinite sequence of utilities of their descendants, discounted geometrically by discount factor δ ∈ (0, 1) :
"
Ui,t = u(Ci,t ) + Et

∞
X

#
τ

δ · u(Ci,t+τ )

(4)

τ =1

where Ci,t is the consumption of household (i, t), and u(C) = ln C. Since spouses each
have the same utility function, the same consumption and the same descendants, utility
in our model is non-transferable. 13
2.1.7

Beliefs and Status

Before the offspring’s human capital is observed, there are commonly-held prior beliefs
about the ability of the offspring of household (i, t), denoted by the probability density
function ψ̄it . The expected ability of offspring under these prior beliefs defines family
status, denoted φ̄it :
Z
φ̄it ≡ E[θit |ψ̄it ] =

θψ̄it (θ)dθ.

(5)

Beliefs about the ability of offspring are updated on the basis of the offspring’s realized human capital. Given these commonly-held posterior beliefs, denoted by the
probability-density function ψit , we can define the individual status of the offspring
from household (i, t), denoted φit , as their expected ability:
Z
φit ≡ E[θit |ψit ] =

θψit (θ)dθ.

(6)

We can now define the quality of information associated with offspring of household
(i, t) as γit−1 , where
Z

2

γit ≡ E[(θit − E[θit |ψit ]) |ψit ] =
13

(θ − φit )2 ψit (θ)dθ

(7)

Strictly speaking, this says that parents care about the consumption of descendants down the
male line. Given symmetry across the sexes, this is equivalent to caring about an average across
all descendants within each subsequent generation. We adopt this specification purely for notational
convenience.
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is the variance of ability, conditional on beliefs.
2.1.8

Marital Matching

At each date t, the offspring from household (i, t − 1) enter the marriage market,
characterized by their human capital, the income of their parents, and by publiclyheld posterior beliefs about their ability: ωit ≡ {xit , yit , ψit }. We refer to ωit as the
agent’s marriage type. The marriage market assigns males and females to pairs, forming
the households of the next period. The assignment is subject to the commonly-held
posterior beliefs. Since the information about agent ability is imperfect and symmetric,
the abilities of paired agents will be conditionally uncorrelated; being matched provides
no information about the spouse’s abilities {θ, θ0 } beyond that described by beliefs:
Z Z
E[(θit − φit )(θi0 t − φi0 t )|ψit , ψi0 t ] ≡

(θ − φit )(θ0 − φi0 t )ψit (θ)ψi0 t (θ0 )dθdθ0 = 0. (8)

This implies that any correlation of the ability of husband and wife is due solely to
sorting on the observable marriage types ωit .
2.1.9

Initial Conditions

At t = 0 each household i is endowed with income Yi0 > 0 for all i. Nature endows the
offspring in household i with ability θi,0 ∼ N (φ̄i,0 , γ̄i,0 ) , where φ̄i,0 ∈ R and γ̄i0 > 0 for
all i. Prior beliefs about the ability of offspring in family i at t = 0 therefore coincide
with this normal distribution.

2.2
2.2.1

Equilibrium and Steady State
Equilibrium Conditions

An equilibrium of our model is a description of how beliefs are formed, of how much
households invest in human capital, and of how spouses are assigned in the marriage
market. We require equilibrium beliefs to be rational, given the assignment and the
investment policy. Given match formation and beliefs, we also require the equilibrium
investment policy to be optimal and the assignment to be both feasible and stable.
These conditions are described below; a more formal definition of the Bayesian equilibrium can be found in the appendix.
To be rational, given prior beliefs, human capital and parental income, posterior
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beliefs must satisfy Bayes’ rule:
ψit (θ) = R

ψ̄it (θ) · f (xit | θ, yit )
,
ψ̄it (θ̃) · f (xit | θ̃, yit )dθ̃

(9)

where ψ̄it (θ) are prior beliefs and f is the conditional distribution of log human capital14
that is implied by (3).15
Prior beliefs must satisfy rationality given (posterior) beliefs about parental ability,
(ψi,t−1 , ψi0 ,t−1 ), the conditional independence of parental ability (8), and the ability
transmission process (2). Rationality of prior beliefs thus requires that, for t > 0, we
have:
Z Z
ψ̄it (θ) =
ψ̃i,t−1 (r1 ) · ψ̃i0 ,t−1 (r2 − r1 ) · f υ (θ − r2 )dr1 dr2 ,
(10)
where ψ̃i,t−1 (r) ≡ (2/b) · ψi,t−1 ((2/b) · r) is the density of (b/2) · θi,t−1 given parental
beliefs, and f υ is the density associated with the distribution of the random component
of ability, υit .
Optimality of investments, given match formation and beliefs, requires that hit be
chosen to maximize (4), taking as given the investment strategies of others (including
future generations).
The assignment is one-to-one, meaning that each agent is assigned either one partner
or none. To be feasible, the assignment must ensure that the number of assigned women
of each type be no greater than the number of female offspring of that type, and that the
converse holds for the men. Stability further requires that no two agents would strictly
prefer to marry each other than remain in their assigned match. Partner preferences
are evaluated according to (4) , taking belief formation and the investment policy as
given.
2.2.2

Steady State

Equilibrium behaviour implies a distribution of ability (and income) across individuals within a generation and across individuals within lineages. With respect to the
14

We could allow agents to use other variables beyond household income to form this conditional
distribution (e.g. beliefs about parental abilities), but doing so would be redundant in the cases we
consider. This is because optimal parental investment is only a function of household income (plus, in
extensions, an idiosyncratic component).
15
For instance, if optimal investment implies hit = h∗ (yit ) + εhit , where εhit is a mean-zero belief
x
x
error, then f (x | θ, yit ) = f ε (x − α00 − α1 · θ − α2 · h∗ (yit )), where f ε is the density of the compound
stochastic component, εxit ≡ α2 · εhit + εit .
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distribution of abilities, our primary objects of interest are (i) the variance of ability
2
σθ,t
≡ Var[θi,t ],

(ii) the husband-wife ability correlation
ρHW
θ,t ≡ Cor[θi,t , θi0 ,t ],
and (iii) the parent-child ability correlation
ρPθ,tC ≡ Cor[θi,t , θi,t−1 ].
In a steady state (stationary equilibrium), these moments are time-invariant, and denoted σθ2 , ρHW
and ρPθ C .16
θ
The ‘income’ counterparts of these moments are also time-invariant in the steady
state. These consist of: (i) inequality, as measured by the variance of log income
2
σy,t
≡ Var[yi,t ],

and (ii) social mobility, as measured (inversely) by the parent-child income correlation
ρPy,tC ≡ Cor[yi,t , yi,t−1 ].
Since income is a joint property of the household, we ignore the income counterpart of
the husband-wife ability correlation.17

3
3.1

Analysis and Results
Segregation and Proportional Investment

The model’s linear structure and Gaussian distribution generates equilibria in which the
matching outcomes and optimal investments are straightforward to characterize. This
allows us to focus squarely on our primary object of interest–how beliefs determine the
strength of marital sorting on unobserved ability.
16

The analysis also allows us to analyse a variety of other correlations of interest, including the
ability correlation of individuals k > 1 generations apart, as well as the correlation of offspring ability
with parental income. These correlations are derived and discussed in the Appendix.
17
In the appendix we also derive and analyze other correlations of interest. For instance, see proposition 11 for the correlation between offspring ability and parental income, proposition 9 for the kgeneration ability correlation, and proposition 10 for the k-generation income correlation.
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The equilibrium sorting takes an intuitive form: segregation. This means that each
individual has the same marriage type as their partner (i.e. ωi = ωi0 ); in other words,
the assignment features positively-assorted matching along each observable dimension.18
This is particularly useful because it allows us to analyze equilibrium ability while
holding fixed the sorting patterns along other dimensions (such as human capital and
parental income). In this equilibrium, it is optimal for all households invest the same
proportion z of their income in children’s human capital. Our strategy in analysing the
model is to first take these two features as given and then to verify them once we have
derived their implications for the belief-updating process.19
One implication of segregation, arising from ψit = ψi0 t , is that the husband and wife
will be of equal status (expected ability):
φit = φi0 t .

(11)

Another implication, arising from xit = xi0 t and yit = yi0 t , is that we can simplify the
income equation (1) to:
yi,t = β0 + β1 · xi,t−1 + β2 · yi,t−1 .

(12)

Due to the proportionality of the investment policy, the human capital equation (3)
simplifies to:
xi,t = α0 + α1 · θi,t + α2 · yi,t + εi,t ,

(13)

where α0 = α00 + α2 · ln z. Using (13) in (12) yields a reduced-form relationship between
the offspring’s income and their ability, parents’ income, and luck:
yi,t+1 = π0 + π1 · θi,t + π2 · yi,t + εyi,t
where π0 ≡ β0 + β1 α0 , π1 ≡ β1 α1 , π2 ≡ β1 α2 + β2 , and εyit ≡ β1 · εit . Thus, the
reduced-form luck component, εyi,t , is normally distributed with mean zero and variance
σε2y ≡ β12 · σε2 .
Another implication of proportional investment, arising from u(Cit ) = ln Cit =
ln(1 − z) + yit , is that utility over future generations can be expressed in terms of the
18

This should be interpreted as a large-population idealization of marrying someone (from a different
family) with ‘similar’ characteristics.
19
We verify that segregation is indeed feasible and stable in section D.1.1 of the appendix, and that
households optimally invest the same proportion of income in section 5.
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discounted sum of log incomes:
"
Ui,t = Et

∞
X

#
δ τ · yi,t+τ + U0 (z),

(14)

τ =0

where U0 (z) ≡ [1/(1 − δ)] · ln(1 − z) is a constant.
Notice too that proportional investment means that the equilibrium value of the
investment rule z only appears in the constant terms, and will therefore not be relevant
for deriving the correlations of interest.

3.2
3.2.1

The Quality of Information
Rational Posterior Beliefs

Posterior beliefs about offspring ability are formed by updating prior beliefs on the
basis of the offspring’s human capital, xit , and parental income, yit . While this sort of
Bayesian updating can quickly become complicated, our model reduces this to a very
tractable form. By re-arranging the human-capital equation (13), we derive si,t , a noisy
signal of ability:
si,t ≡

xit − α0 − α2 · yi,t
= θit + ξi,t ,
α1

(15)

where ξit ≡ εit /α1 . This in turn implies that the signal is normally distributed:
sit ∼ N (θit , σξ2 ),

(16)

where σξ2 = σε2 /α12 denotes the variance of the signal noise.
If the prior belief about the ability of offspring is normal (as is the case at t = 0), then
since the signal is also normally distributed, standard results imply that the posterior
will also be normal. In particular, suppose that prior beliefs are normal with a variance
of γ̄it and a mean of φ̄it . Then, posterior beliefs will also be normal, with variance γit
given by:
γit ≡

σξ2 · γ̄it
.
σξ2 + γ̄it

(17)

The mean of posterior beliefs depends on a weighted average of the mean of prior beliefs
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and the signal:
φit ≡ λit · φ̄it + (1 − λit ) · sit .

(18)

As one might expect,the relative weight λit placed on the prior is decreasing in the
variance of the prior γ̄it :
σξ2
.
λit ≡ 2
σξ + γ̄it

(19)

The value of λit provides a convenient measure of the equilibrium importance of family
background; note also that λit evolves over time, as a function of the variance of beliefs.
To summarize, rationality of the posterior beliefs implies that ability will be normally
distributed around the posterior mean:
θit ∼ N (φ̄it , γ̄it ) ⇒ θit | sit ∼ N (φit , γit ).
3.2.2

(20)

Rational Prior Beliefs

Prior beliefs about offspring ability are formed by combining the beliefs about the
parent’s ability with the ability-transmission equation, (2). Given segregation, it is
straightforward to show that the distribution of prior beliefs has a mean of
φ̄it = b · φi,t−1 ,

(21)

and a variance of
γ̄it =

b2
· γi,t−1 + συ2 .
2

(22)

Furthermore, if posterior beliefs about parental types are normally distributed, then it
follows from (2) that prior beliefs will also be normal. That is:
θi,t−1 |si,t−1 ∼ N (φi,t−1 , γi,t−1 ) ⇒ θit ∼ N (φ̄it , γ̄it ).
3.2.3

(23)

Dynamics of Beliefs

We now consider the implications of the above analysis for the dynamics of beliefs. The
key property, arising from linearity of the reduced form, and the assumption that noise
is Gaussian, is that prior and posterior beliefs are normally distributed for all (i, t).
This follows from (20), (23) and the initial condition that priors are normal at t = 0.
15

That is, we can iteratively apply the principle that normality of the priors at t implies
normality of the posteriors at t, which in turn implies normality of the priors at t + 1.
The way in which beliefs evolve over time can be inferred by using (15), (18),
and (21). Together, these equations imply that perceptions of expected ability–i.e.
individual status–evolve in response to both actual ability and signal noise:
φit = λit · b · φi,t−1 + (1 − λit ) · θi,t + (1 − λit ) · ξi,t .

(24)

The dynamics of family status can be similarly derived.20 Thus, status is in part
inherited and in part sensitive to individual outcomes. A larger λit implies that status
is more persistent–i.e. less subject to individual outcomes. The implication that signal
noise is transmitted to descendants will become especially relevant when it comes to
understanding incentives to invest in offspring and the nuanced ways in which economic
fortunes persist.
The variance of beliefs also evolves over time; using (22) and (17), we can show that
the variance of posterior beliefs for family i evolves according to the following difference
equation:
γit =

σξ2 · [(b2 /2) · γi,t−1 + συ2 ]
.
σξ2 + (b2 /2) · γi,t−1 + συ2

(25)

It is straightforward to see that this implies global convergence to the value of γ which
is the unique positive solution to
γ=

σξ2 · [(b2 /2) · γ + συ2 ]
.
σξ2 + (b2 /2) · γ + συ2

(26)

The fact that this limit is independent of i further implies that, in the long run, the
quality of information is the same for all individuals.
Proposition 1 In the long run, the quality of information is the same for all individuals: limt→∞ γit−1 = γ −1 where γ satisfies (26). This long-run quality of information,
γ −1 , is (i) decreasing in signal noise σξ2 ≡ σε2 /α12 , (ii) decreasing in the heritability
parameters, b and συ2 , and is (iii) independent of the policy parameters α2 , β1 , and β2 .
The proof follows from the above discussion with the comparative statics being easily
derived from (26).21 Intuitively, the steady-state quality of information is reduced as
20

In particular, φ̄i,t+1 = b · [λit · φ̄i,t + (1 − λit ) · θi,t + (1 − λ) · ξi,t ].
The right side of (26) is increasing in σξ2 (which is σε2 /α12 ), implying that so too is γ. The right
side of (26) is increasing in συ2 and in b, implying that so too is γ.
21
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the signal from human capital becomes noisier (i.e. as σξ2 increases). Notice in particular
that this implies that the quality of information is increasing in the return to ability, α1 .
Similarly, the quality of information decreases as the noise embedded in prior beliefs
increases (i.e. as b and συ2 increase). Finally, the policy parameters do not matter for
the quality of information since agents ‘filter out’ the impact of policy when updating
beliefs.
Since the long-run relative importance of family background, λit is determined by
−1
γ , we can now use equations (19) and (22) to derive the analogous comparative
statics for λit .
Proposition 2 In the long run, the relative importance of family background is the
σξ2
same for all individuals: limt→∞ λit = λ ≡ σ2 +(b2 /2)·γ+σ
2 where γ satisfies (26). This
υ
ξ
long-run relative importance of family background, λ, is (i) increasing in signal noise
σξ2 ≡ σε2 /α12 , (ii) decreasing in the heritability parameters b and συ2 , and (iii) independent
of α2 , β1 , and β2 .
The proof follows from the above discussion, with the comparative statics being easily
derived using (26).
Intuitively, agents rely more on prior beliefs as the signal becomes noisier. This
implies that family background becomes less important as the return to ability increases.
Similarly, agents rely less on prior beliefs as these beliefs become noisier (i.e. as the
heritability parameters increase). To illustrate the above results, Figure 1 plots the
effect of the return to ability on the steady-state quality of information and relative
importance of family background for a given set of parameters, listed in the caption.
To summarize, a noisier signal reduces the long-run quality of information and raises
the relevance of family background. A noisier prior also reduces the long-run quality
of information, but reduces the importance of family background. Perhaps counterintuitively, this implies that a higher return to ability lowers the relevance of family
background (despite the fact that the only systematic component of ability is heritable),
as does a stronger relationship between ability and parental abilities (i.e. a higher b).

3.3

Steady-State Distributions

Deriving the quality of information in the steady-state is valuable because it allows us
to derive the steady-state distributions of ability and income as follows.
The ability-transmission equation (2) alone implies a steady-state relationship between the variance of ability and the parent-child ability correlation as functions of the
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Figure 1: Steady-State Quality of Information and Importance of Family Background
Note: The solid line is the steady-state quality of information, γ −1 , and is measured on the left axis.
The dashed line is the relative importance of family background, λ, and is measured on the right axis.
Parameter values are b = 0.9, συ2 = 0.5, σε2 = 0.5.

husband-wife ability correlation:22
σθ2
ρPθ C

=

2

συ2
· (1 + ρHW
)
θ

1 − b2
b
= · (1 + ρHW
)
θ
2

(27)
(28)

Intuitively, a stronger husband-wife correlation implies less ‘mixing’ of parental ability.
This in turn reduces the expected difference in the abilities of a parent and child,
increasing the expected difference in ability between two random unrelated individuals.
We now proceed to closing this system by deriving the steady-state husband-wife
ability correlation, ρHW
.
θ
22

These equations are analogous to those in Kremer [1998], where the husband-wife correlation is
taken as exogenous. For instance, if we had instead assumed that type were observed then segregation
C
would imply ρHW
= 1 and therefore σθ2 = συ2 /[1 − b2 ] and ρP
= b.
θ
θ
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Lemma 1 In the steady state, the husband-wife ability correlation satisfies
ρHW
=1−
θ

γ
σθ2

(29)

where γ −1 is the steady-state quality of information.
Intuitively, given matching involves segregation on beliefs, a greater quality of information means that actual spousal abilities will tend to better resemble another. Since
γ ∈ [0, σθ2 ],23 it follows that γ/σθ2 lies in [0, 1] and therefore provides a natural ‘standardized’ measure of how uninformative beliefs are. The expression on the right side of
(29) therefore is a standardized measure of how informative beliefs are.
, σθ2 , ρPθ C ) are therefore given by the solution to
The steady-state values of (ρHW
θ
equations (27), (28) and (29), as we report in Proposition 3.24
Proposition 3 In the steady-state equilibrium, given quality of information, γ −1 , the
dispersion, persistence and sorting properties of ability are given by:
2

σθ2
ρPθ C

συ2 − γ · b2
=
1 − b2
συ2 − γ2
=b· 2
συ − b2 ·

(30)
(31)

γ
2
2

ρHW
θ

συ2 − γ · (1 − b2 )
.
=
συ2 − b2 · γ2

(32)

Each of these outcomes is increasing in the quality of information.
The proof is in appendix section C.1. Intuitively, a greater quality of information
strengthens husband-wife sorting and this in turn raises the variance and intergenerational persistence of ability as outlined above.
Having analysed the forces that drive the sorting, persistence, and dispersion of
ability, we now consider the consequences of these forces for income inequality and
social mobility.
23

Intuitively, in the extreme case where there is no available information, agents’ beliefs would
coincide with those arising from taking a random draw from the population–and thus γ = σ 2 . On the
other extreme, information is so good that there is no uncertainty, so that γ = 0.
24
The fact that γ ∈ [0, σθ2 ] ensures that each of the quantities in the proposition falls within the
appropriate ranges (i.e. variance is non-negative and correlations are between -1 and 1. Specifically,
C
γ ∈ [0, σθ2 ] ensures that ρHW
∈ [0, 1], that ρP
∈ (b/2, b), and that σθ2 ∈ [συ2 /(1 − b2 /2), συ2 /(1 − b2 )].
θ
θ
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Proposition 4 Given the steady state quality of information, γ −1 , the steady state
dispersion and persistence properties of income are given by:
h
σy2

=

1+bπ2
1−bπ2

i

ρPy C = π2 + b ·

π12 · σθ2 (γ) + σε2y
1 − π22
(1 − π22 ) · [π12 · σθ2 (γ)]
,
(1 + bπ2 ) · [π12 · σθ2 (γ)] + (1 − bπ2 ) · [σε2y ]

(33)
(34)

where σθ2 (γ) is given by (30). Both of these outcomes are increasing in the quality of
information, γ −1 .
The proof is contained in the derivations in appendix section C.1. The intuition is
straightforward–a higher quality of information raises the inequality and persistence of
ability, and this translates directly into greater inequality and persistence of income.
The expression for the persistence of income, ρPy C , clarifies the role of heritable ability in social mobility: a positive parent-offspring income correlation would be observed
even if parental income had no causal impact on income (i.e. even if π2 = 0).

4

Discussion of Results

We now turn to our main results: the implications of these propositions for marital
sorting on ability and for the persistence and inequality of ability and income.

4.1
4.1.1

The Steady-State Distributions of Ability and Income
Impact of the Economic Environment

By construction, inherited ability is not affected by an agent’s environment. Nevertheless, the environment shapes the dispersion and persistence of ability in a society, because the environment determines the availability of information about ability, thereby
influencing sorting. In other words, only those aspects of the environment that determine the information available for matching can be expected to have an impact on the
dispersion and persistence of ability.
Corollary 1 An increase in α1 or a decrease in σε2 will strengthen sorting, persistence
and dispersion of ability.
The return to ability, α1 , has an impact on how similar an individual’s ability is to
that of their spouse and their parents and children, because an increase in the return to
20

ability makes an agent’s human capital a more reliable signal of ability, which facilitates
stronger sorting in the marriage market. These relationships are illustrated in Figure
2.
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Figure 2: The Return to Ability and Features of the Ability Distribution
Note: The thick solid line is husband-wife ability correlation, the thin solid line is the parent-child
ability correlation, and the dashed line is the population variance of ability. The solid lines are measured
on the left axis, the dashed line is measured on the right axis. Parameter values are b = 0.9, συ2 =
0.5, σε2 = 0.5.

Consider a competing explanation for this effect: in a model with frictional matching, a greater return to ability provides incentives to search more intensely for a highability partner. Note that this competing explanation would also predict that sorting
systematically varies with the policy environment (e.g. lower redistributive taxation
should also provide incentives to search more intensely for a high ability partner). We
show in the next section that redistribution does not affect sorting in our model. Thus
the evidence from Clark [2014], that inter-generational ability transmission appears
to be relatively robust across different social regimes, is supportive of our mechanism
against this alternative.
In terms of income, the variables (α1 , σε2 ) will have a direct effect on inequality and
social mobility (i.e. holding ability sorting fixed) and an indirect sorting effect.
Corollary 2 The direct effect of α1 on social mobility and on inequality is exacerbated
21

by the sorting effect. The direct effect of σε2 on social mobility is augmented by the
sorting effect, whereas the direct effect of σε2 on inequality is mitigated by the sorting
effect.
Intuitively, if we hold ability sorting fixed, a larger return to ability lowers social
mobility and raises inequality. But it also facilitates stronger marital sorting on ability,
and thereby raises the persistence and dispersion of ability, which in turn lowers social
mobility and raises inequality further. Figure 3 illustrates this by examining the total
effect of α1 on ρPy C (left) and σy2 (right) and comparing these to the values arising when
sorting is fixed at the initial value. The lower of the two lines in each panel represent
the direct effect of α1 and the difference between the lines in each panel represents the
indirect sorting effect.
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Figure 3: Return to Ability, Income Distribution and the Sorting Effect
Note: The left panel is the parent-child income correlation and the right panel is the variance of
log income. The solid lines indicate the equilibrium values, whereas the dashed lines hold fixed the
husband-wife sorting on ability (at the initial level). The difference in the height of the lines indicates
the size of the sorting effect. Parameter values are b = 0.9, συ2 = 0.5, σε2 = 0.5, α2 = 0.5, β1 = 1, β2 = 0.

Similarly, if we hold ability sorting fixed, a larger luck component raises social
mobility and raises inequality. But it also weakens marital sorting on ability, and
thereby lowers the persistence and dispersion of ability, which in turn raises social
22

mobility further but also lowers inequality. This leads to the possibility that luck will
have a non-monotonic effect on income inequality: luck raises inequality holding ability
sorting fixed, but lowers inequality by weakening ability sorting. This is illustrated in
Figure 4. Here the upper line represents the direct effect and the lower line incorporates
the counteracting indirect sorting effect.
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Figure 4: Luck, Income Distribution and the Sorting Effect
Note: The left panel shows the parent-child income correlation and the right panel shows the variance
of log income. The solid lines indicate the equilibrium values, whereas the dashed lines hold fixed the
husband-wife sorting on ability (at the initial level). The difference in the height of the lines indicates
the size of the sorting effect. Parameter values are b = 0.9, συ2 = 0.5, α1 = 0.5, α2 = 0.5, β1 = 1, β2 = 0.

4.1.2

Institutional/Policy Environment

The institutional/policy environment depends on the parameters α2 , β1 , and β2 . Recall
that these describe the extent to which parental human-capital inputs are redistributed,
as well as the extent to which income is redistributed via taxation and departures from
meritocracy. In terms of income, these parameters clearly have an impact on social
mobility and inequality (see proposition 4). However, in the base model at least, they
have no impact on the extent of ability sorting, persistence or dispersion.
Corollary 3 The institutional/policy environment variables, as measured by the reducedform parameters α2 , β1 , and β2 , have no effect on the sorting, persistence or dispersion
of ability.
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This result highlights the difficulty in inferring (unobservable) changes in the sorting,
persistence and dispersion of ability from (observable) changes in the sorting, persistence and dispersion of income. The evidence from Clark [2014], that parent-child
correlations of income fail to predict the strength of the correlations across many generations, is supportive of this implication of our model.
4.1.3

Heritability Environment

The ‘heritability’ variables, b and συ2 , will clearly have a direct impact on the dispersion
and persistence of the heritable characteristic (see proposition 3). But, less obviously,
they will also have an effect on sorting, and thus an indirect sorting effect on the
dispersion and persistence of ability, via their effect on the precision of steady-state
beliefs.
Corollary 4 The direct effect of b on the persistence and dispersion of ability is weakened by the sorting effect. The direct effect of συ2 on the persistence and dispersion of
ability is strengthened by the sorting effect.

4.2

The Role of Luck and Prior Generations

The expected ability of an individual’s descendants will clearly depend not only on that
individual’s ability, but also (and equally) on the ability of that individual’s eventual
spouse. Since an individual’s prospects for attracting a high-ability spouse depend on
the individual’s perceived ability (with no independent effect of the individual’s actual
ability), the individual’s appearance of high ability helps ensure the reality of high
ability among the individual’s descendants.
What shapes the perception of an individual’s ability, holding fixed their actual
ability? Our model reveals two related channels. The first is economic luck: good luck
raises human capital and thus generates a more positive signal of underlying ability.
The second is family status: a higher family status represents a higher prior belief
about ability, producing a higher posterior belief following any given signal. Although
logically independent, these channels are related insofar as one determinant of family
status is the economic luck experienced by ancestors.
To clarify these channels, we first define dynastic ability, as the expected discounted
sum of descendants’ abilities:
Vitθ

≡

∞
X

δ τ Et [θi,t+τ ] ,

τ =0
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(35)

The present discounted value of dynastic incomes (and thus utility, by (14)) can be
expressed as an affine function of dynastic ability and parental income (see Corollary
6 in the appendix). In order to isolate the effect of luck and family status on an


individual’s dynastic ability, we focus on conditional dynastic ability, Et Vitθ |θit .
Proposition 5 Conditional dynastic ability is increasing in economic luck:


dEt Vitθ |θit
bδ
1−λ
1
=
·
> 0.
dεit
1 − bδ 2 − bδλ α1

(36)

This result may appear counter-intuitive: luck has no direct impact on the ability of
agents or their descendants, and no indirect effect through income or investment, and
yet luck has an equilibrium effect on the abilities of the descendants.
The magnitude of this effect is decreasing in the equilibrium importance of family
background, λ. Intuitively, luck affects the signal and therefore the effect of luck is
stronger when agents optimally place less weight on the prior relative to the signal.
Since λ is increasing in σε2 (from Proposition 2), we have that the effect of luck on
conditional dynastic ability is decreasing in σε2 .
There are two competing effects associated with the return to ability, α1 . First, a
higher return to ability lowers λ (from Proposition 2) and thus raises the sensitivity
of dynastic ability to the signal by the previous argument. However, the final fraction
reveals an offsetting direct effect: a higher return to ability makes the signal less sensitive to luck. The effect of α1 on this marginal effect may be non-monotonic; given the
parameters used in the previous figures, for instance, the luck sensitivity of the signal
exhibits an inverse U-shape.
Proposition 6 Conditional dynastic ability is increasing in family status. In particular,


dEt Vitθ |θit
bδ
λ
=
> 0.
1 − bδ 2 − bδλ
dφ̄it

(37)

This result highlights an under-appreciated role of family background in shaping future
fortunes. A higher family status φ̄it raises the economic prospects of descendants, in
this case, purely by raising their expected ability (again, a characteristic that is not
directly affected by family status and for which transmission is entirely passive). Thus,
an individual’s family status is a relevant determinant of future economic success, even
if the individual’s ability is held fixed, and even if parental income has no direct effect
on offspring income (i.e. π2 = 0).
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The magnitude of this effect is increasing in the equilibrium importance of family
background, λ. Intuitively, family status affects the prior, and will therefore have a
stronger effect when agents optimally place more weight on the prior relative to the
signal.
These results suggest a novel role for parents and grandparents. When singles experience economic luck, the expected ability of their future children is increased (Proposition 5). For instance, the expected ability of a child is increasing in shocks to their
parent’s income, even if we conditioned on father’s (or mother’s) ability. But shocks to
the income of grandparents will also have an independent effect. This is because when
singles experience luck, the family status enjoyed by children rises. Regardless of the
actual ability realized by the individual’s children, their greater family status allows
them to attract a higher-ability spouse, and therefore to produce grandchildren with
a higher expected ability (Proposition 6). This implies that the expected ability of a
child will be increasing in the paternal grandparent’s income, even after conditioning
on the parents’ income and the father’s ability.
These sorts of predictions cannot arise in models where marital sorting on the ability
dimension is is ignored or treated as exogenous, as is the case for previous models of
inter-generational transmission. In such models, conditional on the father’s ability, the
mother’s ability would not be correlated with the income of parents or grandparents,
and so these income variables would not be conditionally correlated with the child’s
ability.
These results contribute to existing theory by proposing new incentives for parental
investment. If the offspring’s ability is affected by parental luck, then grandparents
have an incentive to ‘manufacture’ economic luck by augmenting their human-capital
investment in their children (i.e. the future parents). Although such investment cannot
influence the ability of their offspring, it will influence the ability of their grandchildren
(since, by the above logic, the investment will help their offspring attract higher-ability
spouses). These insights will be formalized in the next section.

5

Optimal Parental Investment

We now consider the optimal investment problem facing each household, and verify that
our proportional investment rule is indeed optimal. Recall that parental investment is
not directly observed. As a result, parents have two motivations for investing: a standard one of raising the income-generating capacity of offspring (Becker and Tomes [1986,
1979]), and a novel one of manipulating the market’s assessment of their offspring’s abil26

ity. By raising the market’s assessment, offspring are able to secure partners with higher
expected ability. Since matching is assortative on human capital and parental income,
this has no impact on offspring income. However, it will have an impact on the income
of grandchildren (and subsequent generations) because it raises their expected ability.
The cost of investing is that consumption is reduced. If household (i, t) makes an
expenditure on human-capital investment equal to proportion zit of their income, then
their consumption, in logs, is given by:
cit = ln(1 − zit ) + yit .

(38)

The most direct benefit of investing is that investment raises the expected income of
offspring. Recalling (3), the offspring will have a human capital equal to (in logs):
xi,t = α00 + α1 · θi,t + α2 · [ln zit + yit ] + εi,t ,
so that the expected income of offspring is therefore:
Et [yi,t+1 ] = π00 + π1 · Et [θi,t ] + π2 · yi,t + β1 α2 · ln zit .

(39)

The indirect benefit of investing is that it will raise the status of offspring. The public
observes human capital and parental income and has rational expectations about the
investment that was made by each agents’ parents. If the public expects an investment
share of zit∗ , and a parent deviates from expectations by choosing a different investment
share zit , then the relevant signal is distorted:
si,t ≡

α2
xi,t − α00 − α2 · yi,t
= θi,t + ξi,t +
· (ln zit − ln zit∗ ).
α1
α1

The signal translates into individual status according to (18). That is:
Et [φi,t ] = λ · φ̄i,t + (1 − λ) · Et [si,t ]
= λ · φ̄i,t + (1 − λ) · Et [θi,t ] + (1 − λ) ·

α2
· (ln zit − ln zit∗ )
α1

Thus the signal translates into family status according to:
Et [φ̄i,t+1 ] = b · Et [φi,t ]
= bλ · φ̄i,t + b(1 − λ) · Et [θi,t ] + b(1 − λ)
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α2
· (ln zit − ln zit∗ ).
α1

(40)

Recall that household (i, t)’s payoffs are given by
"
Uit = cit + Et

∞
X

#
τ

δ ci,t+τ .

τ =1

Under the optimal investment strategy, the expectation term above is linear in Et [yi,t+1 ]
and Et [φ̄i,t+1 ], as we show in the appendix. From (39) and (40) we see that these
expectations are linear in ln zit . This, along with (38), tells us that household (i, t)’s
investment problem boils down to a simple problem of the form:
max {ln(1 − zit ) + ζ1 · ln zit + ζ2 · ln zit } .

zit ∈[0,1]

This expression allows a clear view of the relevant forces at play. The first term represents the cost of investment, whereas the second and third terms represent two distinct
benefits: ζ1 reflects the standard motivation to invest, based on raising the earning capacity of offspring, whereas ζ2 reflects the new, information-driven motivation to invest
to raise the offspring’s status.
Proposition 7 All families optimally invest the same fraction of their income:
zit∗ = z ∗ =

ζ1 + ζ2
,
1 + ζ1 + ζ2

where
δβ1 α2
1 − δ[β1 α2 + β2 ]
1−λ
bδ
ζ2 ≡ ζ1 ·
·
.
1 − bδ 2 − bδλ
ζ1 ≡

The term ζ1 represents the sort of incentives analyzed in standard models such
as Becker and Tomes [1986, 1979]. The new force that we identify here is the ζ2
term, and in particular the final component, (1 − λ)/(2 − bδλ), which measures the
‘status-based’ incentive to invest. Straightforward calculation reveals that this term is
decreasing in the relevance of family background, λ. This overall effect is composed
of two opposing effects: a higher λ lowers investment incentives since status becomes
less sensitive to investment efforts, however this is partially offset by the fact a higher
status will persist for longer. We note that the ‘status’ motive for investment can be
quantitatively important relative to the standard motive. That is, ζ2 > ζ1 for bδ large
enough and λ small enough.
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Since higher parental investment is associated theoretically and empirically with
economic development, the analysis suggests a new mechanism through which economic
development is hindered in societies where family background plays a central concern in
the marriage market. Intuitively, in such cases it is difficult to shift the market’s beliefs
about offspring ability when the market places little weight on offspring performance
relative to the prior.
Corollary 5 Parental investment, z ∗ , is increasing in the return to ability, α1 , and is
decreasing in the importance of luck, σε2 .
This follows from proposition 2 and the fact that ζ2 is decreasing in λ. Note that the
effect of these variables operates entirely via the new status channel that we identify.
Indeed, a higher return to ability has no direct effect on investment incentives (investment does not raise ability directly, nor is complementary to it)–rather, a higher return
to ability makes the market’s beliefs about ability more sensitive to human capital (and
thus parental investment efforts) in steady state. Similarly, a greater role for luck has
no direct effect on investment incentives (such uncertainty is additive).
Finally, we note a role for policy. The status motive for investment is socially
wasteful; thus there is excessive investment in human capital. The policy parameters
(α2 , β1 , β2 ) continue to have no impact on the ‘status-based’ incentive to invest (since
they do not affect the quality of information) although they will of course have an effect
on the standard ‘income-based’ incentive to invest. For instance, greater redistribution
of income will lower the standard ‘income-based’ incentive to invest, and thus will act
to raise welfare (whilst simultaneously raising equity).

6
6.1

Extensions
Imperfect Marital Sorting

In order to maintain our focus on equilibrium marital sorting on the ability dimension,
it has been convenient that marital sorting on other dimensions (human capital, status
and parental income) is characterized by marital segregation: perfect assortment of
observable variable. In this section we consider a version in which frictions induce a
departure from perfect segregation in the marriage market. Doing so affords us some
empirical realism, allowing us to make predictions about other ways in which societies
differ when they differ in the degree of marital sorting on human capital. The generalization also demonstrates that nothing in the main analysis hinges on perfect segregation
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and that our main results generalize naturally to more complex environments where
the equilibrium is characterized by imperfect sorting.
Suppose that prior to marriage formation, agents observe a noisy measure of human
capital, generated according to:
x̂it ≡ xit + νit

(41)

where νit ∼ N (0, σν2 ). This noisy view of human capital is then used to update prior
beliefs about ability, ψ̄it , to form interim beliefs, ψ̂it . An individual’s status at the time
of matching is derived from the interim beliefs; since these beliefs incorporate the noise
of the signal, perfect segregation on the observables generates imperfect segregation on
actual human capital.25 After the formation of marriages, human capital xit is publicly
observed and posterior beliefs, ψit are formed. These posterior beliefs then form the
basis of the prior beliefs inherited by the next generation, as in the main model.
Essentially the same updating procedure as in the main model applies. Indeed, since
human capital xit is observed after marriages are formed, the market updates beliefs
on the basis of xit since the signal x̂it does not provide any additional information
about ability over-and-above that provided by xit . As such, belief updating occurs as
in the main model, and the quality of information converges to γ −1 in the steady state.
However, it is the quality of information associated with interim beliefs that matters
for sorting.
The quality of information associated with interim beliefs can be derived using
a simple generalization of the above analysis. Since the noisy observation of human
capital is given by
x̂it = α0 + α1 θit + α2 · yi,t + εit + νit ,

(42)

it follows that the relevant signal now includes an additional noise component:
ŝit ≡

εit + νit
x̂it − α0 − α2 · yi,t
= θit +
.
α1
α1

25

(43)

This approach (also used in Bidner [2010] for a similar purpose) is not the only way in which to
generate imperfect sorting. For instance, we could instead have assumed (along the lines of Fernández
et al. [2005]) that a proportion of families at each date are randomly matched (for exogenous reasons),
and the remaining proportion are segregated as in the main model. Our approach seems more natural
in our context given our central focus on the role of information.
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The error component of this signal is
εit + νit
ξˆit ≡
α1

(44)

σε2 + σν2
.
α12

(45)

which has a variance of
σξ̂2 =

Similar arguments to those in the main model apply here, so that the steady-state
quality of information, γ̂ −1 , is derived from:
2

γ̂ ≡

σξ̂2 [ b2 · γ + συ2 ]
σξ̂2 +

b2
2

· γ + συ2

.

(46)

Since σξ̂2 > σξ2 whenever there is noise (σν2 > 0), it naturally follows that the quality of
information deteriorates (i.e. γ̂ −1 < γ −1 ) in such cases. The expressions for husbandwife ability correlation, the variance of ability and the parent-child ability correlation
are the same as those derived before, with γ replaced with γ̂. In short, the new element
introduced by imperfectly observed human capital is reflected in σξ̂2 .
Since this departure from perfect segregation has no qualitative impact on our
model, the main results derived earlier also apply to a more realistic world with imperfect sorting on observables. For instance, the institutional/policy parameters still
exert no influence on the strength of ability sorting or persistence. Quantitatively, the
noise on human capital reduces the quality of information, and this in turn weakens
the ability correlation within husband-wife and parent-child pairs.
The new empirical prediction arising from this generalization is that societies with
a stronger husband-wife human capital correlation will have a stronger husband-wife
ability correlation and thus a stronger parent-child ability correlation. In terms of
income, this implies that societies with strong husband-wife human capital sorting
will also be societies with low income mobility (high parent-child income correlations).
This latter prediction is shared by models in which there is no unobserved ability (e.g.
Fernández et al. [2005], Kremer [1998]). Unlike these models, the prediction would
remain in our setting even in the absence of parental human-capital investments.
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6.2

When Do Policy Variables Matter?

Policy variables will not affect the distribution of ability unless they affect the steady
state quality of information. One way to generalize the model to achieve this is to
suppose that parental contributions are a stochastic function of parental investment.
That is, allocating a proportion z of income to human capital investment translates
into an effective (log) contribution of
hit = ln z + yit + εhit

(47)

where εhit ∼ N (0, σε2h ). The human capital of offspring is therefore:
xit = α0 + α1 · θit + α2 · yi,t + α2 · εhit + εit ,

(48)

where, as before, α0 ≡ α00 + α2 · z. By defining εxit ≡ α2 · εhit + εit as ‘aggregate’ luck, we
can express human capital in a generalized form:
xit = α0 + α1 · θit + α2 · yit + εxit .

(49)

This generalization is useful because our results need only be adjusted by replacing εit
with εxit . In particular, when considering σε2h > 0, the variance of human capital luck
generalizes beyond σε2 to σε2x ≡ σε2 + α22 · σε2h . In particular, we have the following.
Proposition 8 If parental investment has a stochastic component (i.e. if σε2h > 0),
a greater equality of opportunity (i.e. a lower α2 ) will raise the steady state variation
in ability (σθ2 ), the husband-wife ability correlation (ρHW
), and the parent-child ability
θ
PC
correlation (ρθ ).
The intuition is that stochastic parental investment adds a layer of noise to observed
human capital. This added noise acts to weaken sorting on ability and thus reduce
the variability and persistence of ability. However, as human capital is made less sensitive to parental investment, this additional noise layer is diminished and sorting is
strengthened.
This result is counter-intuitive: by making offspring human capital less sensitive to
parental investment, offspring ability becomes more closely related to parental ability.
The main implication of this is that (observed) changes in the intergenerational persistence of income will not reliably track (unobserved) changes in the intergenerational
persistence of ability. For instance a reduction in α2 will raise ability persistence but
can lower income persistence. This is because of the direct effect of human capital being
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less sensitive to parental investment. On the other hand, the two persistence outcomes
will shift in the same direction in response to changes in α1 for example.

7

Conclusions

This paper contributes to the theory of social mobility by proposing a model of the
transmission of innate ability under incomplete information. The marriage market
plays a central role because ability depends equally on both parents. A satisfactory
model of such a marriage market must contend with the unobserved nature of ability
and its mutability across generations, and with the way in which beliefs are shaped
by observed characteristics of participants as well as their family histories. In its full
generality, this problem would require a model of multi-dimensional matching with
incomplete information; our model circumvents the daunting complexity of the general
approach by generating an equilibrium with perfect sorting on observables.
Our key theoretical result is that a simple scalar variable, family status, turns out to
be a sufficient statistic for the information revealed by countless generations of family
history, encompassing ancestors from countless lineages. We show that this variable
follows over time a simple linear law of motion. We then show precisely how inequality
and mobility of both income and ability are determined by the marital sorting on ability,
which depends in turn on the precision of the information encoded by family status and
by the noisy signals derived from current outcomes. We also show, by extending the
model to allow for noisy observations, that these results do not rely on perfect sorting.
Our model reveals a new indirect channel through which various variables influence
inequality and social mobility. Any parameter shift that raises the equilibrium quality of information will strengthen husband-wife sorting on ability and therefore also
strengthen the parent-child ability correlation and raise the dispersion of ability in the
population. Conversely, redistribution policies which did not alter information had no
effect on the distribution or transmission of ability in our model, a result that echoes
the ‘policy invariance’ of mobility as reported by Clark [2014].
The role of the family as a repository of information implies that idiosyncratic
shocks to current status will affect the income of descendants; the actual ability of
descendants will be sensitive to the perceived ability of the ancestor, independently
of the ancestor’s actual ability. This logic suggests a new link between the fortunes of
different generations, and also introduces a status-based motive for parental investment
in offspring.
The model rests on various simplifying assumptions in order to gain tractability;
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relaxing some of these offers scope for additional insight in future work. For instance,
allowing for asymmetries by gender, embedding fertility decisions, and adding an explicit political economy layer (which influences and is influenced by the distribution of
ability), and incorporating other matching frictions all seem promising avenues.
We are hopeful that the model will prove useful for more direct empirical work in
the near future. The model makes clear predictions about the distribution of ability
that are testable in principal. The key barrier is obtaining reliable, large-scale data on
the innate ability of individuals, their spouse and children. To the extent that ability
is interpreted as being genetic in nature, the increasing availability of genetic markers
in large datasets will, we hope, soon fulfill this requirement.
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A

Structural Model

In this section we develop the structural model that underlies the reduced-form equations describing human capital and income (i.e. equations (1), (3), and (13) ).

A.1

Human Capital

Let Xit denote the human capital of a single agent of family i of generation t. We
assume that Xit is determined by the contribution of ability, Git ≡ exp(θit ), effective
parental inputs, Pi,t−1 , and luck, εit ∼ N (0, σε2 ):
χ
Xit = A1 · Gαit1 · Pi,t−1
· exp(εit ),

where A1 , α1 and χ are parameters with positive values. Effective parental inputs
depend on parental investment, Hi,t−1 , and a public input, P̂i,t−1 :
χ1
χ2
Pi,t−1 ≡ Hi,t−1
P̂i,t−1
.

Parental investment depends on household income, Yi,t−1 , and an idiosyncratic component, εhit ∼ N (0, σε2h ):
Hit = z · Yi,t−1 · exp(εhit ),
where z ∈ [0, 1]. In the main model, z is exogenous and σε2h = 0 for all (i, t). We
endogenize z and allow σε2h > 0 in extensions. The public input available to i depends
on their parental investment according to a policy parameter, σ:
P̂i,t−1 = R

1−σ
Hi,t−1
1−σ
Hj,t−1
dj

· Bt ,

where Bt is the total available public input (the value of which does not matter since it
will be absorbed into the constant). Higher values of σ correspond to more progressive
distributions of the public input. For instance σ = 1 corresponds to equal access, σ < 1
implies a regressive system whereby access to public inputs is biased toward those
making greater parental investment, and σ > 1 implies a progressive system whereby
the bias is toward those making lower parental investments. Together then we have:
χ +χ ·(1−σ) χ

χ
1
2
Xit = A1 · Gαit1 · B̃t−1
· [Hi,t−1

R 1−σ
where B̃t−1 ≡ Bt · [ Hj,t−1
dj].
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] · exp(εit ),

By taking logs we get the following reduced form relationship:
xit = α0t + α1 · θit + α2 · yi,t−1 + εxit ,

(50)

α2 ≡ χ · [χ1 + χ2 · (1 − σ)],

(51)

where

εxit ≡ εit + α2 · εhit and α0t ≡ ln A1 + χχ2 · ln B̃t−1 + α2 ln z. The value of α0t depends
only on the distribution of income, and thus will be a constant, α0 , in the steady state.
If access to public inputs is sufficiently progressive, then greater parental investment
will actually reduce offspring human capital. To avoid such cases we restrict attention
to policies for which σ ≤ σ̄ ≡ 1 + (χ1 /χ2 ). Here we see that more progressive access to
public resources (higher σ) implies a reduction in α2 . This in turn lowers the variance
of εxit .

A.2

Income

Household income, Yit , results from the redistribution of pre-tax income, Yitpre :
Yit = [Yitpre ]1−τ Ŷt
where τ ∈ [0, 1] parameterizes income redistribution (Benabou (2002)), and Ŷt ensures
that the resource constraint holds:
Z
Z
Yit di = Yitpre di.
That is,
R
Ŷt = R

Yitpre di

[Yitpre ]1−τ di

.

Pre-tax income, Yitpre , depends on household output, Qit , and parental income, Ȳi,t−1 :
1−µ
Yitpre = Qµit Ȳi,t−1
· Ŷtpre
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where µ parameterizes meritocracy and Ŷtpre ensures that the resource constraint holds:
Z

Yitpre di

Z
=

Qit di.

That is,
Ŷtpre

R
Qit di
= R 1−µ .
Qit di

Parental income, Ȳi,t−1 , depends on the parental income of both household members:
1/2

1/2

Ȳi,t−1 = Yi,t−1 Yi0 ,t−1 .
Finally, household output, Qit , is produced by the human capital of both household
members:
1/2

1/2

Qit = Xit Xi0 t
Taking logs gives us the following relationship:

yit = β0t + β1 · [xi,t + xi0 ,t ]/2 + β2 · [yi,t−1 + yi0 ,t−1 ]/2,
where β0t ≡ ln Ŷt + (1 − τ ) · ln Ŷtpre , β1 ≡ (1 − τ ) · µ, and β2 ≡ (1 − τ ) · (1 − µ). The
value of β0t depends only on the distribution of income and output, and thus will be a
constant, β0 , in the steady state.

B

Marriage Market Details

The offspring from households at date t are characterized by their marriage type ωit ≡
{xit , yit , ψit }. The marriage market is described by a matching set, which we require to
be feasible and stable. Formally, let Ω denote the set of possible marriage types. Define a
matching set M as a subset of Ω2 such that Mm (A) ≡ {ωf |ωm ∈ A and (ωm , ωf ) ∈ M }
and Mf (A) ≡ {ωm |ωf ∈ A and (ωm , ωf ) ∈ M } are non-empty for each A ⊆ Ω. A
matching set describes how males and females are to be paired on the basis of their
marriage types. Males with marriage types in A are to be paired with females who
have marriage types in Mm (A), and similarly females with marriage types in A are to
be paired with males who have marriage types in Mf (A). A matching set is feasible
if the measure of males with marriage types in A equals the measure of females with
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marriage types in Mm (A) and the measure of females with marriage types in A equals
the measure of males with marriage types in Mf (A) for each measurable A ⊆ Ω. A
matching set is stable if no unmatched pair prefer to marry than remain with their
assigned partner.
Segregation requires that agents marry someone with identical characteristics: Mm (A) =
A and Mf (A) = A for all A ⊆ Ω. Segregation is trivially feasible, and we prove below
(section D.1.1) that it is stable.

C

Additional Results

C.1

Deriving Correlations

Proof of Lemma 1. Decompose ability as follows:
θit = E[θit |ψit ] + (θit − E[θit |ψit ])

(52)

θit2 = E[θit |ψit ]2 + (θit − E[θit |ψit ])2 + 2E[θit |ψit ](θit − E[θit |ψit ])

(53)

so that

and
θit θi0 t =E[θit |ψit ]E[θi0 t |ψi0 t ] + (θit − E[θit |ψit ])(θi0 t − E[θi0 t |ψi0 t ])
+ E[θit |ψit ](θi0 t − E[θi0 t |ψi0 t ]) + E[θi0 t |ψi0 t ](θit − E[θit |ψit ])

(54)
(55)

Taking expectations of (53), applying the law of iterated expectations,26 and applying
the definition of γit gives
E[θit2 ] = E[E[θit |ψit ]2 + γit ].

(56)

Taking expectations of (54), applying the law of iterated expectations and the conditional independence of spouse abilities to get
E[θit θi0 t ] = E[E[θit |ψit ]E[θi0 t |ψi0 t ]]

(57)

= E[E[θit |ψit ]2 ]

(58)

26

That is, use the fact that E[E[θit |ψit ](θit − E[θit |ψit ])] equals E[E[E[θit |ψit ](θit − E[θit |ψit ])|ψit ]]
which is zero.
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where the final equality is an implication of segregation. It then follows that
E[θit2 ] = E[θit θi0 t ] + E[γit ].

(59)

Since E[θit ] = E[θi0 t ] = 0, it then follows that in the steady state:
σθ2 = Cov[θit θi0 t ] + E[γit ]
= ρHW
· σθ2 + γ,
θ

(60)
(61)

where the final equality uses the fact that in the steady state we have γit = γ and
Var[θit ] = Var[θi0 t ] = σθ2 . Simple manipulation yields the expression given in Lemma 1


C.2

Ability

Proof of Proposition 3. The result follows once we establish (27) and (28) in the
text. To this end, notice that in the steady state E[θit ] = 0. Recalling that if r1 and r2
are mean-zero random variable then Cov(r1 , r2 ) = E[r1 r2 ], we can use (2) to get:
Cov(θit , rit ) =

b
b
· Cov(θi,t−1 , rit ) + · Cov(θi0 ,t−1 , rit ) + Cov(υi,t , rit )
2
2

(62)

where rit is any mean-zero random variable. Thus, we have the following system:
b
b
· Cov(θi,t−1 , θit ) + · Cov(θi0 ,t−1 , θit ) + συ2
2
2
b
b
Cov(θit , θi,t−1 ) = · Cov(θi,t−1 , θi,t−1 ) + · Cov(θi0 ,t−1 , θi,t−1 )
2
2
b
b
Cov(θit , θi0 ,t−1 ) = · Cov(θi,t−1 , θi0 ,t−1 ) + · Cov(θi0 ,t−1 , θi0 ,t−1 )
2
2
Cov(θit , θit ) =

(63)
(64)
(65)

Using the steady state conditions Cov(θit , θit ) = Cov(θi,t−1 , θi,t−1 ) = Cov(θi0 ,t−1 , θi0 ,t−1 ) =
σθ2 and Cov(θi,t−1 , θi0 ,t−1 ) = Cov(θi,t , θi0 ,t ), and the symmetry property Cov(θit , θi0 ,t−1 ) =
Cov(θit , θi,t−1 ), simplifies this to:
σθ2 = b · Cov(θi,t−1 , θit ) + συ2
b
b
Cov(θit , θi,t−1 ) = · σθ2 + · Cov(θi0 ,t , θi,t )
2
2

(66)
(67)

These tell us the ability variance and the intergenerational ability covariance as a function of the spousal covariance. Dividing both by σθ2 and solving yields (27) and (28) in
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the text. 
C.2.1

Multi-Generational Ability Correlations

Using the ability transmission equation and symmetry gives, for k = 2, 3, ... :
Cov(θit , θi,t−k ) = b · Cov(θit , θi,t−(k−1) ).

(68)

Using the steady state conditions, the ability correlation between family members k ∈
{2, 3, ..} generations apart is thus given by:
ρPθ,kC

 2 γ 
σ −
Cov(θit , θi,t−k )
k−1
PC
k
≡
=b
· ρθ = b · 2 υ 2 2 γ .
2
σθ
συ − b · 2

(69)

Proposition 9 The multi-generation ability correlation implied by extrapolating the
parent-child ability correlation always understates the true multi-generation ability correlation: (ρPθ C )k < ρPθ,kC for all k = 2, 3, ....
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of:
 2 γ k−1
σ −
(ρPθ C )k
= 2 υ 22 γ
∈ (0, 1).
PC
συ − b · 2
ρθ,k

(70)


The extent of the bias increases in k as this ratio goes to zero as k increases. Furthermore
this bias is endogenous in our setting, as the ratio is decreasing in γ.
The divergence between extrapolated and actual long correlations is in this case due
entirely to the omission of the other parent’s ability. Intuitively, the one-generation
correlation does not capture the fact that both the parent and offspring abilities are
positively correlated with the other parent’s ability.

C.3

Income

π0
Proof of Proposition 4. Notice that in the steady state E[θit ] = 0 and E[yit ] = 1−β
.
2
For what follows, take y to be the de-meaned counterpart (to save on notation). In
de-meaned terms, we have

yi,t+1 = π1 · θi,t + π2 · yi,t + εyit .
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(71)

Using a method identical to that for ability, we get the following system:
Cov(yi,t+1 , yi,t+1 ) = π1 · Cov(θit , yi,t+1 ) + π2 · Cov(yi,t , yi,t+1 ) + σε2y

(72)

Cov(yi,t+1 , θit ) = π1 · Cov(θit , θit ) + π2 · Cov(yi,t , θit )

(73)

Cov(yi,t+1 , yi,t ) = π1 · Cov(θit , yi,t ) + π2 · Cov(yi,t , yi,t ).

(74)

From (2) and Cov(θi0 ,t−1 , yi0 ,t ) = Cov(θi,t−1 , yi,t ) we have:
b
b
· Cov(θi,t−1 , yi,t ) + · Cov(θi0 ,t−1 , yi,t )
2
2
= b · Cov(θi,t−1 , yi,t ).

Cov(θit , yi,t ) =

(75)
(76)

Applying the steady state conditions gives the following system:
Cov(yi,t , yi,t ) = π1 · Cov(θit , yi,t+1 ) + π2 · Cov(yi,t , yi,t−1 ) + σε2y

(77)

Cov(yi,t+1 , θit ) = π1 · Cov(θit , θit ) + π2 · Cov(yi,t , θit )

(78)

Cov(yi,t , yi,t−1 ) = π1 · Cov(θit , yi,t ) + π2 · Cov(yi,t , yi,t )

(79)

Cov(θit , yi,t ) = b · Cov(θi,t , yi,t+1 ).

(80)

Solving gives us the two covariances of interest:

Cov(yit , yit ) ≡

σy2


Cov(yit , yi,t−1 ) =

=

1+bπ2
1−bπ2



π12 · σθ2 + σε2y

1 − π22

b+π2
1−bπ2



π12 · σθ2 + π2 · σε2y
1 − π22

,

(81)

(82)

where σθ2 was derived above in the ability section. The correlation of interest is:

ρPy C

Cov(yit , yi,t−1 )
≡
=
Cov(yit , yit )

b+π2
1−bπ2



π12 · σθ2 + π2 · σε2y


1+bπ2
π12 · σθ2 + σε2y
1−bπ2

= π2 + b · Φ(γ),

(83)
(84)

where Φ(γ) is defined as
Φ(γ) ≡

(1 − π22 ) · [π12 · σθ2 (γ)]
.
(1 + bπ2 ) · [π12 · σθ2 (γ)] + (1 − bπ2 ) · [σε2y ]

The result follows from (81) and (83). 
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(85)

Here we see that income would be persistent even if income did not depend on
parental income (i.e. if π2 = 0).
Since Φ is increasing in γ −1 , we have that α1 raises the persistence of income both
directly (via π1 ) and indirectly (via sorting, γ). Similarly, σε2 lowers the persistence of
income both directly (via (σε2y ) and indirectly (via sorting, γ).
We also see that ρPy C depends on π2 , whereas ρPθ C was independent of π2 . Thus,
policy that affects the sensitivity of human capital to parental inputs or meritocracy
in general, will have an effect on income mobility but will have no impact on ability
mobility. As such, (i) changes in persistence of observed characteristics need not be
informative about changes in the persistence of unobserved characteristics, and (ii) the
effect of such policy will be limited by the fact that income will persist even if parental
income has no direct effect on income.
C.3.1

Multi-Generational Income Correlations

To work out Cov(yit , yi,t−k ) for k = 2, 3, ... note:
Cov(yit , yi,t−k ) = π1 · Cov(θit , yi,t−k ) + π2 · Cov(yi,t−1 , yi,t−k )
= π1 · Cov(θit , yi,t−k ) + π2 · Cov(yi,t , yi,t−(k−1) )

(86)
(87)

and
Cov(θit , yi,t−k ) = b · Cov(θi,t−1 , yi,t−k )

(88)

= b · Cov(θi,t , yi,t−(k−1) )

(89)

= bk · Cov(θi,t , yi,t )
π1
= bk ·
· σ2.
1 − bπ2 θ

(90)
(91)

Thus, letting ρPy,kC ≡ Cov(yit , yi,t−k )/σy2 be the k-generation income correlation, we have
ρPy,kC


π12
σθ2
C
· 2 + π2 · ρPy,k−1
=b ·
1 − bπ2 σy

(92)

C
= bk · Φ(γ) + π2 · ρPy,k−1
,

(93)

k



where Φ(γ) is defined in (85).
This expression can be used to compare the k-generation correlation with that implied by the geometric extrapolation of the 1-generation correlation. In particular, the
multi-generation correlation can be over- or under-stated by the geometric extrapolation
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of the 1-generation correlation depending on the relative size of ρ1 and b.
Proposition 10 Extrapolating the single-generation income correlation understates
the true multi-generation income correlation (i.e. ρk1 < ρk ) if
π2 < b · (1 − Φ(γ)).

(94)

The extrapolation overstates the true correlation (i.e. ρk1 > ρk ) if the inequality is
reversed. The extrapolation equals the true correlation (i.e. ρk1 = ρk ) if the inequality
is replaced with an equality.
Proof. We first establish that ρ1 < b implies ρk1 < ρk for all k ∈ {2, 3, ...}. Since
ρ1 = bΦ(γ) + π2 , the condition ρ1 < b is the same as the one stated in the proposition.
To this end, we first we show that if (i) ρ1 < b and (ii) ρk1 < ρk for some k ∈ {2, 3, ...},
then ρk+1
< ρk+1 . To see this note
1
ρk+1
= ρk1 · [bΦ + π2 ]
1

(95)

< bk+1 Φ + ρk1 · π2

(96)

< bk+1 Φ + ρk · π2 = ρk+1 ,

(97)

where the first inequality comes from (i) and the second from (ii).
Second we show that (i) implies that (ii) holds for k = 2. This follows since
ρ21 = ρ1 · [bΦ + π2 ]
< b2 Φ + ρ1 · π2 = ρ2 ,

(98)
(99)

where the inequality comes from (i).
By induction we therefore have that ρ1 < b implies ρk1 < ρk for all k ∈ {2, 3, ...}.
Thus long run persistence is larger than that implied by the short run persistence if
ρ1 < b (equivalently, π2 < b · (1 − Φ(γ)). The same logic applies when “<” in (i) is
replaced with “=” or “>”. 
In other words, the extrapolation can either overstate or understate the true persistence of income across multiple generations. The condition on parameters that determines which case arises relates to the relative strength of parental transmission of
income and ability. For instance, the extrapolation overstates the true persistence in
Becker and Tomes [1979] but understates it in Clark [2014]. In the former, there is no
luck component, so that Φ = 1 and the condition in the proposition can never hold. In
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the latter, parental income does not matter (π2 = 0), so that the condition is always
satisfied (as long as there is a luck component).27
C.3.2

Ability and Parental Income

How are offspring ability and parental income related in steady state? That is, to what
extent to richer parents tend to have higher ability offspring? One way to get at this is
to consider the steady state linear relationship between ability and parental income:
θit = %0 + %1 · yit + eit ,

(100)

where E[eit yit ] = 0.
Proposition 11 In the steady state, estimating a regression of ability on parental inb2
· Φ(γ),
come (100) will yield a coefficient %1 equal to πb1 · Φ(γ) and an R-squared of 1−bπ
2
where Φ is defined in (85). Both of these quantities are increasing in the steady state
quality of information, γ −1 .
Proof. To get at this, first use the same notation as above to express the variance of
income as follows:
σy2 =

1
π12 σθ2
.
1 − bπ2 Φ(γ)

(101)

Using (78) and (80) we have
Cov(θit , yi,t ) = b ·

π1
· σ2.
1 − bπ2 θ

(102)

As such, the correlation is

Cor(θit , yi,t ) = b ·

1
π1 σ θ
·
=b·
1 − bπ2 σy

s

Φ(γ)
.
1 − bπ2

(103)

The value of %1 is the OLS coefficient on parental income and thus is
%1 =

Cov(θit , yi,t )
π1
σθ2
b
=
b
·
·
=
· Φ(γ).
2
2
σy
1 − bπ2 σy
π1

27

(104)

Solon (2014) points out that the long run persistence of measured income can be understated
by the short run persistence if there is measurement error. In contrast, the presence of luck does
not require any measurement error. The two are not equivalent since the measurement error is not
transmitted to offspring whereas luck is.
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Note too that the R-squared from such a regression–i.e. the proportion of the variance
of ability explained by parental income–is given by the squared correlation coefficient:
[Cor(θit , yi,t )]2 =

b2
· Φ(γ).
1 − bπ2

(105)

Both of these measures of association are increasing in the quality of information, γ −1 ,
because Φ is decreasing in γ. 
That is, better information in the steady state will raise the tendency for those with
above average incomes to have children of above average ability. Again, the indirect
sorting effect of α1 and σε2 will exacerbate the direct effects. For instance, an increase
in α1 will mean that income is more sensitive to ability and therefore we would expect
a high parental income to be more strongly associated with a high parental ability and
thus with a high child ability. In addition, however, a higher α1 raises the strength of
sorting, implying a stronger association between parental ability and child ability.

D

Values

The purpose of this section is to lay the groundwork that will ultimately allow us to
derive expressions for the present value of dynastic income and dynastic ability. In particular these quantities will be expressed in terms of variables under which household
(i, t) has control: the expected income and family status of the offspring in household
(i, t). This will be useful for describing preferences in the marriage market, as potential
partners will affect both of these expectations. It will also be useful for analysing optimal investment, as parental investment will also influence both of these expectations.
Consider the following system of expectations:
Et [yi,t+τ +1 ] = π0 + π1 · Et [θi,t+τ ] + π2 · Et [yi,t+τ ]




Et [θi,t+τ ] = (b/2) · Et θi,t+(τ −1) + (1/2) · Et φ̄i,t+τ






Et φ̄i,t+τ +1 = b · λ · Et φ̄i,t+τ + (1 − λ) · Et [θi,t+τ ]

(106)
(107)
(108)

The first of these is from the reduced-form income equation. The second is from




the ability transmission equation, noting that Et θi0 ,t+(τ −1) = Et φi,t+(τ −1) and that




Et φ̄i,t+τ = b · Et φi,t+(τ −1) . The third comes from the relationship between family
status and individual status, and the expression for individual status. For τ = 1, 2, ...,
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define


π0
Et [yi,t+τ ] − 1−π
2


wτ ≡  Et [θi,t+τ −1 ] 


Et φ̄i,t+τ

(109)

so that the system can be written
A1 wτ +1 = A2 wτ

(110)




1
−π1
0
π2 0
0




A1 ≡  0
1
0 , A2 ≡  0 b/2 1/2  .
0 −(1 − λ) · b 1
0
0 λ·b

(111)

wτ +1 = Awτ

(112)

where


This gives

where A ≡ A−1
1 A2 . Therefore we have
wτ = Aτ −1 w1

(113)

so that
V≡
=

∞
X

δ τ −1 wτ

"τ =1∞
X

(114)
#

"

δ τ −1 Aτ −1 w1 =

τ =1

∞
X

#
δ τ Aτ w1 = ϕw1 ,

(115)

τ =0

where ϕ ≡ [I3 − δA]−1 (where I3 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix).

D.1

Dynastic Income

Define
Vity ≡ Et

"∞
X
τ =1
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#
δ τ −1 yi,t+τ

(116)

The main result here is the following.
Lemma 2 We have


Vity = ϕ0 + ϕ11 · Et [yi,t+1 ] + ϕ12 · Et [θi,t ] + ϕ13 · Et φ̄i,t+1

(117)

where {ϕ0 , ϕ11 , ϕ12 , ϕ13 } are positive constants given by
1
δπ0
·
1 − δ 1 − δπ2
1
=
1 − δπ2
1
δπ1
=
·
· b(1 − bδλ)
1 − δπ2 (1 − bδ)(2 − bδλ)
δπ1
1
·
.
=
1 − δπ2 (1 − bδ)(2 − bδλ)

ϕ0 =
ϕ11
ϕ12
ϕ13

(118)
(119)
(120)
(121)

To see this note that, by definition, the first element of V (defined in (114)) is
V11 =

∞
X

δ τ −1 Et [yi,t+τ ] −

τ =1

= Vity −

∞
π0 X τ −1
δ
1 − π2 τ =1

1
π0
.
1 − π2 1 − δ

(122)
(123)

From (115) we have
V11 = ϕ11 · (Et [yi,t+1 ] −



π0
) + ϕ12 · Et [θi,t ] + ϕ13 · Et φ̄i,t+1
1 − π2

(124)

where ϕrc is the row r column c element of ϕ. Therefore


Vity = ϕ0 + ϕ11 · Et [yi,t+1 ] + ϕ12 · Et [θi,t ] + ϕ13 · Et φ̄i,t+1
π0
where ϕ0 ≡ 1−π
2
calculation of ϕ.

D.1.1



1
1−δ

(125)


− ϕ11 . The values given in the lemma are revealed by direct

Segregation is Stable and Feasible

Segregation is trivially feasible. For stability we note that the attractiveness of individuals in the marriage market is summarized by an index of their observed characteristics.
In particular, potential partners are evaluated according to Et Ui,t+1 , which is precisely
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Vity from the previous section. Partner characteristics matter because
Et [yi,t+1 ] = β0 + β1 · [xi,t + xi0 ,t ] + β2 · [yit + yi0 t ]/2


Et φ̄i,t+1 = b · [φi,t + φi0 ,t ].

(126)
(127)

It therefore follows that the attractiveness of the spouse from household (j, t) is given
by:
aj,t ≡ (ϕ11 β1 /2) · xj,t + (ϕ11 β2 /2) · yj,t + (ϕ13 b) · φj,t .

(128)

Stability in the period t marriage market requires segregation on ait , which is indeed
achieved by segregation. That is, if an agent from household (i, t) were to strictly prefer
to marry an agent from household (j, t) to their assigned partner under segregation,
(i.e. an agent from household (i0 , t), where ai0 ,t = ait ), then it must be that ai0 ,t < aj,t .
But then this implies ai,t < aj,t = aj 0 ,t , so that j would strictly prefer to not match with
i over their assigned partner under segregation j 0 . Thus, segregation is indeed stable
and feasible.
D.1.2

Optimal Parental Investment

Proof of Proposition 7.
Assuming all other households invest a fraction z ∗ of their income, the preferences
of household (i, t) are given by
ln(1 − zit ) + yit + δ · Vity ,

(129)

where Vity is defined above. Investment affects Vity in two ways, since:
Et [yi,t+1 ] = constants + (β1 α2 ) · ln zit


α2
Et φ̄i,t+1 = b · Et [φi,t ] = constants + b(1 − λ) · ln zit .
α1

(130)
(131)

Therefore, ignoring constants, preferences over zit are given by
ln(1 − zit ) + ζ1 · ln zit + ζ2 · ln zit
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(132)

where
δβ1 α2
1 − δ[β1 α2 + β2 ]
bδ
1−λ
α2
·
ζ2 ≡ δ · ϕ13 · b(1 − λ) = ζ1 ·
α1
1 − bδ (2 − bδλ)

ζ1 ≡ δ · ϕ11 · (β1 α2 ) =

(133)
(134)

Maximizing with respect to zit delivers the expression claimed in the proposition.

D.2

Dynastic Ability

Lemma 3 Dynastic ability, Vitθ ≡

P∞

τ =0

δ τ Et [θi,t+τ ], can be written

Vitθ = ϕ22 · Et [θit ] + ϕ23 · b · φit ,
where ϕ22 =

2−bδ(1+λ)
(1−bδ)(2−bδλ)

and ϕ23 =

(135)

δ
.
(1−bδ)(2−bδλ)

Proof. To show this, use the vector V from (114). By definition, the second element
is:
V21 =

∞
X

δ τ −1 Et [θi,t+τ −1 ] = Vitθ .

(136)

τ =1



As such, Vitθ = ϕ21 · Et [yi,t+1 ] + ϕ22 · Et [θit ] + ϕ23 · Et φ̄i,t+1 , where direct computation
of ϕ yields ϕ21 = 0 and the values of ϕ22 and ϕ23 are those given in the lemma. The
result follows from φ̄i,t+1 = b · φit 
This characterization, via the following corollary, demonstrates that dynastic ability is
a meaningful measure because of its close relationship to the present discounted value
of family incomes.
Corollary 6 Dynastic income can be expressed as an affine function of Dynastic ability
and parental income:
Vity



 



1
π2
π1
π0
+
· yit +
· Vitθ .
=
1 − δπ2 1 − δ
1 − δπ2
1 − δπ2

(137)

Proof. Use the fact that Et [yi,t+1 ] = π0 + π1 · Et [θi,t ] + π2 · yit in Lemma 2, collect
terms and simplify. 
A direct consequence of Lemma 3 is that
Et [Vitθ |θit ] = ϕ22 · θit + ϕ23 · b · φit .
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(138)

This tells us that an individual’s dynastic ability depends on their actual and expected
ability. From the definitions of ϕ22 and ϕ23 we can write
Et [Vitθ |θit ]

1
=
·
1 − bδ


1−

bδ
2 − bδλ




bδ
· θit +
· φit .
2 − bδλ

(139)

This tells us that bδ/[2 − bδλ] acts as the weight placed on ‘appearances’ relative to
‘reality’ when it comes to shaping dynastic ability. This weight is increasing in λ, so
that a greater steady state emphasis on family background implies that dynastic ability
is more sensitive to expected ability relative to actual ability (i.e. appearances are more
important).
In any case, from belief updating we have
φit = λ · φ̄it + (1 − λ) · sit = λ · φ̄it + (1 − λ) · (θit + ξit ).

(140)

Putting this together yields:
Et [Vitθ |θit ] = [ϕ22 + ϕ23 · b · (1 − λ)] · θit + [ϕ23 · b · λ] · φ̄it + [ϕ23 · b · (1 − λ)] · ξit .
(141)
Proof of Proposition 5. From (141) we have
d
d
Et [Vitθ |θit ] = [ϕ23 · b · (1 − λ)] · ξit .
dε
dε
The result follows from the computed value of ϕ23 and the fact that
Proof of Proposition 6. From (141) we have
d
Et [Vitθ |θit ] = ϕ23 · b · λ
dφ̄it
The result follows from the computed value of ϕ23 . 
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(142)
d
ξ
dε it

= 1/α1 . 

(143)

